The Rock Star
Your creativity lights up the world. Chill with your Apple AirPods, rock out with rings that change colors into sound, and more!

The Eco Warrior
You know there’s no planet B. Supercharge your zero-waste lifestyle with a solar cell phone charger, stainless steel lunchbox and filtered water bottle, and a notebook you can reuse time after time!

The Gamer
You’ve seriously got game, and you make everything more fun. Step up video gaming with a gaming keyboard and headset, an Oculus Quest VR system, and more! When the screen time is too much, unplug with pop darts and a marble maze.

The Influencer
Are you internet famous? Do you want to be? Work on building your brand with goodies like a ring light, a camera drone, and a Fujifilm instant camera.

The Fidgeter
Can’t keep still? Do your fingers need to be molding the world around you at all times? This is the drawing for you! Win squishies, a scratch paper art set, a geode magnetic fidget sphere, and more!

The Innovative Tinkerer
For the student who can’t stop building and making! With a VR/AR headset, an erasable notebook, a complex Lego set with corresponding light kit and a cube that puts the power of the internet in the palm of your hand, you’ll be ready to create something phenomenal!